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Korean SME Development-Sharing Program (KSDP)
In the international community, Korea is regard-

ed as having set a successful model for SME devel-

opment. Designed to effectively meet the

demands of benchmarking the Korean success,

SMBA is refining the Korean SME Development-

Sharing Program (KSDP). 

SMBA plans to dispatch SME policy groups to

developing countries to explain the Korean model,

which can eventually be tailored to specific solu-

tions that match beneficiary countries.

Such a move is in line with a number of developing countries move to look at the track records  and present role

of Korean SMEs as a vehicle to transform Korea from as absolute poverty-ridden nation into a new industrial coun-

try.

Korean SMEs have developed steadily as a backbone of the national economy. Nowadays, within the frame of the

global economic system, Korean SMEs are making significant contributions to nation’s economy, creating new job

opportunities, the leverage necessary to strong, sustainable and balanced growth. In particular, Korean SMEs are

expected to play a key role in the promotion of the low-carbon, green-growth economy advocated by President

Lee Myung-bak two years ago.
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Manpower Exchanges Including Youth Entrepreneurs, Technology Transfer Plus Technology Manpower

Education

We welcome the planned visit of the UAE’s young businessmen to

Korea. This program is expected to be a catalyst to expedite cooper-

ation and collaboration between Korean and UAE enterprises.

Utilizing existing SME education facilities in Korea, we can pro-

vide a variety of education programs, with the necessary expens-

es being shared by the two sides.

Based on the principle of common sharing of expenses, I think

that it is also possible to conduct joint technology development

programs, featuring participation by UAE SMEs and Korean

enterprises, academia and research institutes.

Purpose

Dispatch Korean SME specialists to Africa to share Korean SME development expertise and experience, supporting

African economic development and facilitating practical economic cooperation and collaboration between Korea

and African nations. The program also aims to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of Korea's SME development

model in line with Korean drive to play an active role in international economic cooperation arena.

Purpose

Invite African officials & executives and provide training program to Africa to share Korean SME development
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expertise and experience, supporting African economic develop-

ment and facilitating practical economic cooperation and collabora-

tion between Korea and African nations. The program also aims to

prove the effectiveness and efficiency of Korea's SME development

model in line with Korean drive to play an active role in internation-

al economic cooperation arena.

Innovation Education Workshop 

This year’s innovation education workshop will focus on the pre-

sentation of Korea’s expertise and experience in SME development.

Inviting policymakers and entrepreneurs, the forum aims at pro-

viding lessons in development that can eventually be tailored to

specific models that match the environments in each economy in

the region.

The main content of the workshop will be presentations on

Korean SME support policies as well as on Korean economic devel-

opment history. These will be followed by an open discussion of

SME innovation policy cases of the participating economies. 

During the workshop period, organizers will offer site visits to

SME-related organizations and Innovative SMEs and venture com-

panies as well as cultural visits to a folk village, traditional markets,

etc.  



APEC SME Innovation Consulting 

One of the primary missions of the Center is to provide technology management analysis and consulting with the

dispatch of specialists in the required fields to SMEs in developing countries throughout the region. 

Based on the intensive and extensive analysis of pilot innovation consulting projects conducted in Indonesia, the

Center will expand its projects in terms of scope, quality and beneficiary economies. 

The comprehensive innovation consulting program features the dispatch of specialists, in-depth analysis of overall

management procedures and technology applications to provide practical solutions for improvement and assist in

the implementation of a development roadmap jointly with the beneficiary enterprises.

Dispatch of Korean SME Policy Specialists 

The program to dispatch Korean SME specialists to APEC economies in the region is designed to offer Korean eco-

nomic and SME development experience that helps policymakers and supports development plans. For this year’s

project, MEXICO will be the beneficiary economy. 

The program features research and analysis tailored to the needs of each economy. A team of policy specialists

and professionals will be composed based on the research and needs analysis and dispatched to conduct on-site

surveys and write related reports.  
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